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shadow ; and therefore, when a beast flies into the precinct,
the hunter will not follow it, but remains outside ; and
looking at it, he sees no shadow cast by it." 1 " On this
altar," adds Pausanias, speaking of the Mount Lykaion
near by, " they sacrifice to Zeus Lykaios, in secret. But
I did not care to pry into the details of the sacrifice;
let it be as it is and has been from the beginning." So
that is why he tells us nothing about the werwolves ; he
was afraid.
As to the absence of a shadow—one's shadow is a form of
one's ghost or soul. In Latin and occasionally in Greek the
same word " shade ", umbra, cnaa, is used for both.2 Hence
vampires, the evil dead who prowl but are not properly alive,
cast no shadow nor reflection ; and hence, Frazer suggests,
the reason why no living thing in this fearful place casts a
shadow is also the reason why it died within the year. " The
terrible mana of the god had absorbed and taken away the
intruder's soul." 3
Arkadia in the " classical " age was the great home of
surviving half-bestial deities. The Goat-God Pan is Arkadian.
At Phigalia there was a temple of a certain Eurynome—
roughly, " the Mighty One "—" of ancient sanctity, and hard
of access from the roughness of the ground; and round it
grow many cypress trees close together." 4 The temple was
only opened once a year, like that temple of Dionysos-in-the-
Marshes where Athenians kept the Anthesteria ; but the
Phigalians told Pausanias that the image showed the goddess
as a woman down to the waist, with a fish's tail. At Phigalia
too was still to be seen, still, in the reign of Marcus Aurelius,
the second century a.d., the even more grotesque image of the
Black Demeter in its sacred cave ; a human figure with a
horse's head and " serpents and other beasts " protruding
therefrom.5 The horribly cruel rites of Artemis Laphria
1	Paus. viii, 38, 5 ;  cf, Frazer's commentary ad loc.
2	For a/«a in this sense, cf. Od. x, 495 ;   Aisch. Seven against Thebes,
988 ;  Soph. Elektra, 1159.
3	Rose, Primitive Culture, p. 72,
4	Paus. viii, 41, 4,
R Ib. 42, 3.

